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Specialty Gases + World-Class Performance
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A breakthrough in specialty gases.
Purity. PurityPlus™ Specialty Gases is a world-class
performance product. High quality is our trademark—anything less is simply not acceptable. The stakes are too high,
the costs too great. From our sophisticated laboratories
to the expertise of our customer service and sales associates, Purity Plus is truly a breakthrough in specialty gases.
Availability. You can count on PurityPlus Specialty Gases
anytime, anywhere. With local distributors across the
country, our product is easily accessible and readily
available. After all, what good is a product and its supplier
if they’re not available when you need them most?
With PurityPlus Specialty Gases, it’s all about purity and availability. All PurityPlus production facilities are certified by
an independent, third-party source. And, PurityPlus is
available from local distributors with technical expertise and
customer service. Certified purity and local availability—
two good reasons why you can be confident in PurityPlus
for all of your important applications.
PurityPlus specialty
gases deliver the
purity you need plus
the availability and
service you demand.

The quality your industry demands:
●

purityplusgas.com

●

Food/Food Service
PurityPlus Specialty Gases for the food services industry are
produced by independently audited, FDA registered food
manufacturing facilities for applications including cryo-freezing,
carbonation, hydrogenation and others.

●

Healthcare
From clinical laboratories to research laboratories, surgical
suites, and more, PurityPlus Specialty Gases include Oxygen,
USP; Nitrous Oxide, USP; Nitrogen, NF; clinical blood gas
mixtures; medical laser mixtures; etc.

●

Laboratories/Research/Universities
The highest quality pure gases and mixtures for calibrating and
supporting instruments, PurityPlus specialty gases include
common as well as hard to find products and grades: carrier
and support gases; calibration gases; electron capture mixtures;
i.c. maintenance and physical plant support gases.

●

Semiconductor
PurityPlus Specialty Gases for the semiconductor industry
meet your exacting specifications. Special grades available.

●

Metal Fabrication
For welding, cutting, fabrication and heat treating requirements,
PurityPlus specialty gases include pure gases and mixtures.

Chemical/Petrochemical
As testing agents or raw materials and components,
PurityPlus Specialty Gases are mixed to individual plant
and process-specific requirements using GPA guidelines
to assure accurate analysis.

Environmental
Zero-Grade and certified support gases are produced in
conformance with EPA specifications and certified to assure
stable and repeatable Emissions analyzer operation.

Pharmaceutical/Biotechnology
PurityPlus Specialty Gases meet and exceed GMP/QSR
requirements for gases with certified production to meet
your specifications. Custom purities also available.

●

●

●

Life Sciences
PurityPlus Specialty Gases for pharmaceutical and medical devices
meet and exceed GMP/QSR requirements for gases. Certificates
of analysis and certificates of conformance also available.
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A revolution in customer service.
Pride. It’s something that comes from owning and

Being locally-owned businesses, as opposed to

operating your own business.

national firms, offers distinct advantages. Working
directly with an independent producer means

PurityPlus is available exclusively through select,

that you actually get more… more service, more

independent, local, privately-owned companies. So,

technical expertise, and more responsiveness in

you can expect the kind of individualized service

time-critical applications.

Improve your delivery
of specialty gases
with quality PurityPlus
equipment, supported
by experienced technicians and independent
business owners. That’s
the “Plus” in PurityPlus.

and thoughtful attention you only get from someone
whose own name is on the door. You also get the
knowledge and expertise from their many years of
experience. And, rest assured that we will grow with
your company.

purityplusgas.com
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What makes PurityPlus so special?
PurityPlus specialty
gases are certified
by AsteRisk, a leading
third-party certification
company, to assure
compliance with FDA,
DOT, OSHA, & EPA
requirements and yours.

Certification. It’s an endorsement that provides

standard operating procedures. Each of these labs has

peace of mind knowing something is as accurate

been thoroughly inspected, certified and documented

as promised or is required.

to be compliant with FDA, DOT, OSHA,
and EPA requirements—among

All PurityPlus specialty gases are custom-mixed,

others—by AsteRisk, a well-known,

put into cylinders, and properly labeled in one of our

reputable, independent certification

independently audited laboratory facilities conforming

company headquartered in the US.

to a strict set of quality-assurance measures and
Mixtures are generated using proprietary software
to ensure consistency across all PurityPlus laboratory
facilities whether they are located in Northern Maine
or Southern California. Gases and gas mixtures—with
component concentrations down to the parts-perbillion level—are prepared to your custom specifications
and labeled with a certificate of analysis guaranteeing
that the product you specify is the product you
actually receive.

purityplusgas.com
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It’s all in the delivery.
Success. It’s about delivering high quality PurityPlus

With over 150 distributors and 600 locations,

specialty gases to the people that need them. In

no matter where you are throughout

short, getting the right gas to the right person at

the U.S., Canada and Mexico, a local

the right time.

PurityPlus distribution center will be

With over 600
locations across
the US, Canada
and Mexico, there’s
always a PurityPlus
distribution center
nearby.

ready to provide quick and dedicated
About PurityPlus suppliers.

service. Corporations with operations

PurityPlus includes a network of independent

in multiple locations can rely on the

companies known as IWDC—a 60-year old North

exclusive network of PurityPlus pro-

American cooperative of producers and distributors

ducers to ensure that their gases are

of specialty gases.

delivered to the right location.

purityplusgas.com
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Quality you can depend on.
Your controlled processes
or vital instrumentation
and equipment demand
accuracy, consistency
and reliability. PurityPlus
specialty gases deliver.

Results. It’s all that matters at the end of the day.

Each of our PurityPlus labs are required to follow
specific reference standards. To provide the assurance

Whether your need is for ultra high purity “pure

you need to achieve the results you require, every

gases,” or for guaranteed reliable and accurate

lab is certified and audited by AsteRisk. We believe

calibration gases or cylinder gas mixtures, you can

strongly in the success of our labs, which is why we

be confident PurityPlus specialty gases meet the

have made significant investments to ensure that

most stringent standards for quality; free from

each produces only the highest quality—preserving

harmful contaminants which can interfere with

Purity Plus as a world-class performance product.

controlled processes or vital instrumentation.

Whether your needs are state-of-the-art technology
or routine quality control applications, you can count
on PurityPlus Specialty Gases.

Contact us today to find out more about PurityPlus
specialty gases or log onto purityplusgas.com to
learn how PurityPlus can benefit your company.

purityplusgas.com
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People you know. People you trust.
“At Wright Brothers, Inc. we take great pride in

can use our products and services more effectively

doing things the Wright way. We believe the

and efficiently.

Charlie Wright
CEO and Owner
Wright Brothers, Inc.

Wright way means doing what’s right, doing our
best and treating others honestly and respectfully.

“We are constantly looking for ways to improve

It’s a simple philosophy that has guided every

our business and enhance the lives of our cus-

aspect of our business,” said Charlie Wright, CEO

tomers. With a dedicated and knowledgeable team

and owner of Wright Brothers.

behind our name, the possibilities are endless.
Wright Brothers goes to great lengths to exceed

The success of Wright Brothers is attributed to its

our customers’ expectations so that our customers

people, many of whom have been with the compa-

achieve spectacular results,” said Charlie.

ny for over twenty-years. Through training and
participative management we have created an
exciting environment in which our associates
thrive. Our technical expertise combined with our
innovative and flexible minds allow our organization to work as a team. As a result, our customers

“Wright Brothers is
excited to produce and
distribute PurityPlus.
We are committed to
the success of this program and are working
hard to ensure that our
customers receive the
best possible specialty
gas product as a result
of our efforts.”
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